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The thoughts of Chairman Pau….(l) 
 
Dear Friends 
Here we are again, stuck in lockdown. At present, it looks like we can emerge 
from hibernation in early December, but with as yet unknown further 
restrictions. So, I’m unable to categorically tell you about winter riding events, 
club nights, or even the chances of us meeting socially to celebrate Christmas. 
Rest assured, the moment we know what’s allowed, your committee will leap 
into action to organise something! The 2021 calendar of events has been written 
up, with the assumption that restrictions will be lifted. But, as always, check 
regularly with our website and Facebook page for up to date information. If you 
know a member without internet access, may I ask you to please, call and keep 
them in the loop.  
 
The traditional season-opener at Shepton, the Bristol classic show, has been 
moved to the 24th July. Let’s hope it isn’t the season-opener in 2021! Andrew 
Rae is in charge of that event and will no doubt be in touch, nearer the time.  
 
You may be aware of plans afoot at Allen House to distribute the club-owned 
bikes amongst the sections on a season-long loan; there are 8 roadworthy 
machines, I’m told. Needless to say, I’m on the case and have offered the mighty 
Dorset section as a home for one of them. 
As you might also expect, I’ve asked for the 
Brough! If we’re successful (and there’s a 
long way to go), we can expect to have the 
bike available for use by as many members 
as possible throughout the year. I’ve 
faithfully promised that your Dorset section 
will carefully look after any bike we receive. 
 
 

 



First, we have an article from Simon Barker, whose absurdly shiny Laverda 
caught my covetous eye on a recent run. I wonder if he’d like to swap for a 
dodgy Velocette… 
 
2020...All Change! 
 
 

This year will certainly go down in history for all 
the wrong reasons. For my wife and I though 
there were some notable plus points.... 
I retired from British Airways after 32 years as an 
Aircraft Technician at Heathrow Airport, having 
worked on everything from Concorde to Boeing 
787 and everything in between. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
We moved to Poundbury (yes, don’t laugh!) and arrived on the first day of 
Lockdown! We had spent the previous day loading all our belongings on to a 
removals truck only for Boris to announce that you should stay at home and not 
move! That evening the removals company rang to say that they were stopping 
work but would move us as all our stuff was in their truck! There was five us in 
the chain and it was a massive relief to finally arrive in Dorset. 
 
I had always imagined that I would spend my retirement fiddling with my bikes 
in my new man-cave and going for the occasional blast around the local villages 
and lanes with like-minded souls (nutters?). I had prepared myself for this by 
joining the VMCC and researching in great depth exactly which bike would be 
my weapon of choice.  
 
It quickly became obvious that many (most?) of the bikes I had lusted after for 
years would not actually fit the bill. All thoughts of vintage Velos, plunger 
frames, girder forks, etc would have to be cast aside. The reason being was that 
I was basically falling to bits (artificial knee, spinal fusion, etc) It meant that kick-

 



starts and crude suspension would have to be a thing of the past. Plus of course 
at 6’ 4” I would look like a giraffe riding a tricycle! 
Many years ago, in a previous life, I had been a bike mechanic at Bridge 
Motorcycles in Exeter. One of the benefits was that you got to ride (and 
hopefully fix) many different motorcycles and there was one that had always 
stuck in my mind, namely the Laverda Jota. It did everything I wanted....looked 
good, went fast, sounded brilliant, and was man-sized I.e fitted my frame. The 
only thing it wasn’t was cheap, and I never quite got round to owning one. 
 
Fast forward 40 odd years and the hunt was on for a Laverda. In the classic 
motorcycle world your mind can play tricks on you. The biggest trick is that you 
can remember when they were a lot cheaper and suddenly they seem to have 
become “investments”. At Bridge Motorcycles there was a constant stream of 
bike owners coming in to swap their oily old bikes for the latest Honda or 
whatever and being disappointed at being told their bike was practically 
worthless. So, when I went to buy a Laverda I couldn’t convince myself to pay 
the sort of prices being asked, so what now? 
 
The answer lay in an advert in Car & Classics. It was for a 1973 Laverda 3C and 
was in an interesting state, at an interesting price. Many of you will know that 
the 3C was the precursor to the Jota and was a rare and beautiful beast. So why 
was it half the price of a Jota? The answer was the that it wasn’t standard or 
original....not even close. In a world where “matching numbers” can make or 
break a bike this didn’t even have the correct engine! 

 
I rode up to Lincoln to view the bike, owned by an interesting chap called Terry 
Wood, whose hobby was buying and improving classic bikes in his extensive 
workshop. Interestingly he wasn’t that interested in actually riding them! He 
explained that he had acquired the bike from the widow of the late owner and 
it had been in a shed for many years, totally neglected. The most obvious thing 
was that it had been fitted with a 1200cc Mirage engine and also had many weird 
and wonderful modifications. Some of these were odd alloy wheels, 750 SF seat, 
a strengthened frame and braced swinging arm (made by Roger Winterburn, the 
well-known racer from the 70s) plus many other minor modifications.  
 
Whilst not a restoration Terry had set about improving the bike and getting it 
back to a rideable state. He managed to find some period wheel hubs/brake and 
got them built up with alloy rims by Central Wheels in Birmingham. They used 
Morad rims, a Spanish company that bought all the jigs from Akront when they 
went bust. Not Borrani’s perhaps but they do look nice. One of the really nice 



original features was the 200mm Bosch headlight which is extremely rare and 
sometimes referred to as the “Holy Grail” by Laverda enthusiasts. At this point 
the bike was featured in Classic Bike Magazine in Jun ‘18. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So, in early August Terry kindly delivered it to my door and I’ve spent some time 
and a bit of dosh carrying out further improvements/ mods/ bodges. The first 
thing that had to go were the “Multi-Adjustable” handlebars. A well-known 
journalist once wrote that “Laverda bars are adjustable to 24 positions, all of 
them uncomfortable”. I have to agree, especially in my knackered state, so they 
were swapped for fairly flat bars which brought instant relief. New exhausts and 
Jota spec collector box came next which improved the performance no end and 
a copy of the 3C type sports seat was purchased from a specialist dealer in 
Germany. 
 
We are very lucky in Dorset to have Ged Shorten of GCS Motorcycles in 
Wimborne. He is one of just a few Laverda specialists in the country and is an 
absolute fountain of knowledge and experience with all Italian classics. He was 
kind enough to have a good look round the bike shortly after I bought it, and it 
will be going into his workshop for him to fettle and fine tune. 

 
 



I’m really pleased with the bike so far. It does everything I was looking for and is 
the sort of bike you really look forward to taking out again. It will never please 
the “rivet counters” and the matching numbers brigade but in a way it’s nice to 
be away from all that and just enjoy it for what it is. 
 

 
 
 
I look forward to meeting up with the Dorset VMCC members again when 
possible. 
 
It’s a really lovely bike, Simon, and as you know, we’ve a few Laverdisti in our 
section already, so you are a most welcome addition. Thank you for your story 
and…see you out there! 
 
 
 
 
 



Next, another recent addition to our growing flock, Richard Adams (no, not that 
one!-ed), shares his story. No rabbits, I’ve checked, this story is far more 
interesting.  
 
Well a relative newcomer to your Club I’ve enjoyed the write-ups, so thought 
you might like some info regarding myself rather than be a mystery member. 
 
I’ve been interested in the Vincent marque after passing my test on an Ariel 
Arrow which had one redeeming feature that was it went well on a muggy day 
or evening, usually 
after a trip to the 
club, that in my case 
used to be Boxhill 
way (me too, ahh, 
deceptive bends- 
ed). Those were the 
days when I was a 
youthful lad and had 
much to learn. My 
local motorcycle 
shop was a Millars 
of Mitcham where I 
grew up, they also 
were Vincent agents 
and had one in their 
shop window, freshly 
rebuilt. I thought it was a handsome beast so joined the local section of the VOC.  
 
 
Soon after, I brought a Comet painted in Valspar blue from a seller in Beuler Hill 
near Crystal Palace. It was a great improvement on the Arrows performance but 
retro even in those days, being sixteen or so years old. My father and my uncle 
were both Norton enthusiasts, but my Father had by then passed on the Norton 
Dommie to my brother and we had now a family car, a Morris ten no less! We 
had the Norton hitched to a child adult sidecar until I turned thirteen so I guess 
motorcycling was in the genes. 
 
 
The bike for me became my hobby but when the girlfriend thing became serious 
I brought a Morris Minor as a sensible mode of transport, but cycling and 



motorcycles were never forgotten. Indeed, it became part of the man that my, 
about to become fiancée, had to find agreeable. Well, in time we were married 
and enjoyed the Vincents, which had by now morphed into a Black Knight and 
our car, an Austin Healey frogeye. Because of the club events we brought a VW 
camper which made rallies far more comfortable and meant I got to ride solo 
while Jill took the Camper van, which worked like a dream. We took the Black 
Knight to Canada for a rally which was called the Shadow Lake rally and became 
a for runner for many more international rallies thereafter.  
 
During these early days we had Phil Vincent & Phil Irving as well as the works 
riders still around to meet and talk too, great days and great memories. 
 
My work after my former days as an apprentice took off upwards in time, so 
looking back I was privileged in so many ways as a baby boomer as were so many 
in those years. My salary improved and my standing in the company was on the 
up so buying a bike in those days was easier than it is now. To many a vintage 
bike only appealed to diehard members of the vintage club, the real action was 
with the mini cars or if really alternative a modern Honda, Kawasaki or Yamaha. 
Buying a bike as an investment was a later development but then took off soon 
enough along with house prices! 
 
We all look back on what had passed through our hands, I’m sure. I can list an 
XK 120 I bought for £40 and a Jenson CV8 later at £4000. I was guilty of always 
making a bit on them as I did with Vincents that I brought early on. Some of 
these I kept for thirteen years or so and I still have an Aerospace racing bicycle I 
brought new in my twenties. Over the years I’ve loved the idea of trying out all 
the Vincent variants, but if pushed I really think the last of them, the enclosed 
model was the best one of all. 
 
One of the bits that came into my possession was an “B” Vincent oil tank Which 
of course has the factory date or frame number stamped on its headstock, which 
turned out to be special in that it became one of three Vincent’s that took part 
in the 1948 Six Day Trial in St Remo, Italy just after the War years. This led me to 
find all the other parts in order to rebuild such a historic machine. The bike was 
a day older than myself, so the first thing I did just after the month or so when I 
retired was to ride it back to SAN Remo for a celebration of that event. 
 
The ride was so memorable and to have the Italian newspapers to take an 
interest was the icing on the cake. The story of this became a cover story for The 
Classic Motorcycle magazine too, sadly it had incurred a large amount of money 



and on top of which would have been a liability for me to ride as a cherished 
machine as insurance alone was a hurdle. So, when finally auctioned at Bonhams 
it made the highest price at the time for a Rapide. 
 

 
 
Another highlight for me was to take part in the race around closed roads of the 
I.O.M. Part of the 1990s event of the International Rally of the VOC. Afterwards 
when back at work I still suffering the adrenaline rush just days before, definitely 
an experience never forgotten. 
 

My son now has taken up the mantle and 
would ride rings around me as he now has 
a full racing licence that he uses to the full 
on his Aprilia or Ducati, mostly on 
continental tracks. Back to my story and 
now in senior years after owning many 
Vincents in my lifetime I thought before I 
get too doddery a Morgan Three-wheeler 
would be enjoyable and so it was for a 
while, until being still early in its 

production unearthed various faults. My vehicle broke its chassis, as did many 



other early Mog trikes. I contacted the MD saying that whilst their offer of a 
rebuild with a cost to the customer with it being off the road etc, that I was not 
going to be releasing the machine as they wanted without a fuss.  Jumping ahead 
I had some satisfaction from Morgan’s as I swapped it for a rather unique Three 
litre Roadster which is as nice a car that they ever built. 
 
 
Meanwhile I had back in the garage a Comet I 
had made from bits but still a nice bike all the 
same. Well, this came in useful, for I had a 
conversation with chap who wanted to Sell his B 
Rapide Vincent and buy a Comet instead in 
order to free up some cash for a Jaguar car. This 
is the bike I now use, my earlier thought of 
something safer has receded somewhat due to 
my rather sedate way I ride nowadays! Which is why I find our rides in the 
Dorset club so enjoyable (are you suggesting that we all ride slowly in Dorset, 
Richard? Oh the horror!-ed). 
 

 
 
 



Ray has been quite busy too, it seems. Doubtless, just doing as he’s told by 
Linda; we all know the truth about trouser-wearing in the Dickinson 
household. 
 
 
Making the best of lockdown (aka - banished to the shed!) 
 
We decided to be positive, Linda wanted to sort of the back garden I wanted to 
finish one of the project bikes. 
 

So, my time has been 
divided into helping 
with the heavy 
landscaping (blimey, I’ll 
be sure to keep this 
away from the current 
Mrs Editor, I don’t want 
her getting any more 
ideas- ed) and 
rebuilding a 1956 
Triumph TRW.  These 
are the bikes that were 
only made for the 
armed forces, a 500cc 

twin side valve, rigid frame with telescopic forks. I bought the bike from a dealer 
who imports bikes from the States as a rough assembly of parts back in 2012.  I 
should have stuck to the rule of only buying a complete bike, that and the fact I 
was the only one bidding should have given me a clue? (schoolboy error-ed) 
 
 
 
 
I had already rebuilt the engine and gearbox and painted all the parts when we 
moved house. So, the boxes of parts were stored in Dad’s garage then when he 
passed away they moved again into the shed with other projects waiting to be 
finished (HOW long? Shameful negligence, Ray! -ed) 
 
 
 
 



 
 
It’s surprising how many parts you find 
are missing or need replacing: cables, 
tyres, nuts & bolts, then there’s the front 
mudguard that you realise is off a 
different bike. Is all part of the challenge 
its now just waiting for a new carburettor 
and it should be finished (they NEVER are-
ed). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now is the dreaded process of registering the bike hopefully for an age-related 
number!  Next on the list is a 1937 Triumph Tiger 70 which was bought from 
Peter Batten a few years ago. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keep safe, looking forward to when we can start club nights again.  
 
Linda & Ray  
 
 
 
 
 



Here’s an odd story. I bumped into 
a new member the other day, a 
Viking, no less!  
 
 
Riding, as you may have expected, a 
suitably Danish Nimbus 750, he 
limped up to me, saying “I’m Thor”. 
I’m sure he was, looking at the 
bike’s seat, I would be too. It’s really 
odd, because he looks a bit like our 
secretary, perhaps his great great 
great great great grandmother was 
pillaged by the same Viking warrior 
as this bloke’s ancestor.  
 
 
 
 

But Thor had all the Viking garb, as you can see and wasn’t riding a girder fork 
Ariel (not that our secretary does that often, they’re usually in pieces-ed), so it 
couldn’t have been Paul W. Could it? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Anyway, I hope he gets better soon, you can 
get cream for that particular problem. If you 
encounter him on a run, or drinking tea from 
the skull of his enemies at Thyme after Time, 
feel free to make jokes at his expense, he told 
me how much loves them, being a fun-loving, 
pillaging Viking an’ all.   
 
Especially jokes about feeling Thor…  
 
 
 
 
 



No classifieds this month, it appears that everyone is happy with their current 
collections. If you wish to sell a bike, why not send the editor the details, its free 
and you never know.   
 
And that just about completes the unlucky 13th edition of LDN. Thank you to 
those who kindly sent in their stories as welcome light relief during these 
difficult and challenging times and it gives us old hands the opportunity to get 
to know some of our newer members. Like Oliver Twist, I always want MORE! 
so get busy scribbling me a story or two, with pictures if possible. Don’t worry 
about spellings or layout, I can sort all that, but prepare yourself to be gently 
teased, unless you’re a Viking, I’d not want to cross one of those. 
 
There will be a Christmas LDN, hopefully the last one before we can once again 
meet in person. In the meantime, see if you have a bike you wish to sell, get 
writing, look through those old pictures and, most importantly, stay safe. 
 
See you out there. 
 
Paul   
 
 

 


